Meeting Agenda

ACI 350-SC STEERING COMMITTEE

Environmental Engineering Concrete Structures
The Convention Centre and Exposition, Cincinnati
Sunday, October 20, 2019, 11:30 am – 1:00 pm, C-234

1. CHAIR’S COMMENTS
   A. Committee organization and members
   B. Discussion Topics:
      a. Schedule to complete ACI 350-xx Response to Public Review Comments
   C. Committee Dinner- Sunday

2. VICE-CHAIR’S COMMENTS
   A. Status of Ballots

3. SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIR COMMENTS / STATUS OF SUBCOMMITTEE TASKS
   A. 350-A – General & Concrete – Mark Cunningham
   B. 350-B – Durability – Kevin Monroe
   C. 350-C – Reinforcement – Lisa Giroux
   D. 350-D – Structural – Andrew Minogue
   E. 350-E – Prestress – Ryan Harvey
   F. 350-F – Seismic – John Tehaney
   G. 350-G – Tightness Testing – Steve Close
   H. 350-H – Editorial – Dan McCarthy
   I. 350-J – Education – Reza Kianoush

4. OTHER / NEW BUSINESS

5. ADJOURN